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Sprite Street Ball climaxes on Independence Day 
 
THE SIX-WEEKEND Sprite Street Ball Tournament 
climaxes this Friday, November 30th with an all-day street 
ball ‘battle’ at the Sir Garfield Sobers Sports Complex. 
 
Teams from across the island are invited to participate in the seven-hour 
event organised in conjunction with the Barbados Amateur Basketball 
Association (BABA). Game time is 10 a.m. 
  

Sprite Brand Manager, Clifford Gooding-Edghill notes, “The final day 

is slightly different to the preceding community events. There is a 

modest registration fee of $50 for which players will receive Sprite 

Street Ball T-shirts, product and the opportunity to win prizes, 

including the first prize of $1, 500.” 

 

He added, “There will also be a number of exciting activities to keep 

spectators entertained including three-point and slam dunk 

competitions. In addition, there is an ‘open mic’ contest for the singers 

or ‘chanters’ in the crowd.”  

 
BABA’s Second Vice-President, Mark Foster confirmed that the rules 
remain the same for the final day. “Each team can register three to five 
players. Every game will run for a 10-minute period with substitutions 
only on dead balls. The rules are very simple and relaxed, with the 
officials available to call overly aggressive fouls, unsportsmanlike behavior 
and line violations. The first team to reach 21 points or the team with 

the higher score at the end of the10 minutes wins the game. The clock 
will not be stopped and there will be no overtime,” he said. 

 
Mr. Gooding-Edghill assured the public that the Royal Barbados Police 
Force will enforce security and a medical team will be on hand. 
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Slum dunks are expected 
to play a large part on the 
final day of the Sprite 
Street Ball Competition.   

The Finishers’ Jermey 
Gill (ball in hand) goes 
up for a shot while 
being challenged by T-
Squad’s Zahir Motara 
at West Terrace. 


